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SorbaView® Window Dressing
Application with HubGuard® and LineGuard®

Prep well **beyond** entire dressing site according to facility protocol to ensure dressing adherence. **Allow to dry completely** (for at least 30 seconds).

Note: If the prep doesn't dry completely, the integrity and security of the dressing may be compromised. A skin protectant may be used according to preference or protocol. **Allow to dry completely.**

**HUBGUARD APPLICATION**

Apply small HubGuard cushion under catheter hub (Figure A). Remove tab at perforation.

Apply the bowtie shaped HubGuard over the catheter and pinch around hub to secure (Figure B). Remove tab at perforation.

**DRESSING APPLICATION**

Detach v-notched tape from dressing, set aside.

Peel large liner halfway off dressing. Center dressing over inserstion site and align slit over catheter hub. Adhere to skin. Remove remaining liner. From center outward, firmly smooth down entire dressing to ensure all edges are adhered well.

Bend v-notched tape to reveal center split in liner. Grip center tab on first half of liner and peel off while slipping v-notched tape under catheter tubing and over edge of dressing. Press to adhere. Remove remaining liner and smooth down to adhere (Figure C).

Optional: Record information on label, remove liner and position label on the edge of the dressing.

**LINEGUARD APPLICATION**

Fold the top two tabs back to create a clear area for the tubing. Do not remove liner (Figure D).

Turn the LineGuard over and pull one of the tabs to expose a small amount of adhesive (Figure E).

Apply LineGuard to skin under catheter tubing. Pull edges of both liners out from under the LineGuard to expose the remaining adhesive. Press to adhere LineGuard to skin (Figure F).

Remove liner from first top tab and fold tab over tubing. Press to secure (Figure G).

Create j-loop with tubing, remove liner from second top tab and wrap second tab around j-loop to secure (Figure H).

Optional: A tape strip may be used to further secure tubing.